
John Ortega opens up concerning adjustments made ahead
associated with Chan Being sung Jung fight
 

Following his primary professional decline, Brian Ortega has bounded himself with a brand

new team. 

 

Some other than longtime jiu-jitsu mentor and mentor Rener Gracie, Ortega has made right

up his coaching employees in addition to management ahead of his Oct. 17 headliner vs .

Chan Sung Jung. 

 

Ortega (14-1 MMA, 6-1 UFC) now trains out of the Huntington Beach Ultimate Training

Middle alongside this likes of former UFC bantamweight champion T. L. Dillashaw, top

Bellator pelear Juan Archuleta, and respectable experienced person Cub Swanson. 

 

It is very been recently virtually two decades since Ortega last taken part, when he or she

was ended by then-UFC featherweight champion Max Holloway in December 2018. Injuries

include forced him on the sidelines. 

 

Ortega has been set to go back for some time, but the matchup was initially pushed back to

August due to the distributed of COVID-19, travel constraints and vision surgery intended for

Jung. 



 

 

A new lot possesses changed for Ortega given that his last battle, however he has enjoyed

this transition and is fired up to flaunt a brand-new version of him or her self. 

 

“It’s already been smooth because often the way I learn is exactly perfect to their teachings, ”

Ortega instructed TRAINING FOR MMA Junkie. “They teach exact slow, methodical, step-by-

step information and malfunction, and me being an trainer within Rener, I actually had to

study and there are a certain way I understand details and their own abilities to imitate that

and teach to the fact that style was great. 

“Like Jerr Park teaches incredible, Robert Herrera teaches good, every one of the people

that I have on my group they’re good at breaking the idea down and generally describing the

what, how’s, why’s of the tactics and allowing me apply it during struggle or even sparring

and test it out. ” 

 



Prior to often the Holloway loss, Ortega was doing well. He experienced finished their past

six adversaries, turning into the first man to stop Frankie Edgar along the way. 

 

The method worked well for Ortega, however with the tension of the win streak off, it’s

allowed him or her to go back to the drawing board plus go back to finding out again. 

 

“It was the lot of pressure, ” Ortega said. “People expect you to do things.  expected to carry

out items together with perform plus finish everyone plus anything – people do not recognize

because I did it so smoothly and it had been working with fine achievement, even so the

pressure was initially there. There are a good perfect poker encounter, nevertheless would

not get garbled, My partner and i acquired the weight worldwide upon my shoulders. I

experienced people I carried about my back all the particular way to the top and it was

obviously a great deal of weight on everyone so for that to be able to be eventually done

using, to finally turn out to be able to go back in there and even know the fact that it’s OK to

be able to drop. 

 

“I feel like the lot of us, on least for me, We forgot that losing can be the reason why I actually

evolved into so good on this total sport for the reason that every time I will get in there, I

would likely lose a fight or perhaps I would get rid of during training, and My partner and i will

study from it and My partner and i would conform to this, but My partner and i got employed

to generally winning around training that you variety of merely went in this world of I can’t

shed, I possess to make this happen, I include to be this along with the things in my brain

and coaching clever have been very much of that will nature so now to help back to typically

the root base of what made me me is a whole lot of tryout, error together with getting better. 

 

“So these days the pressure is gone, I could go back to be able to training and getting rid of

for you to my training partners and knowing it’s OK in addition to adjusting and getting much

better. ” 

https://gvcus.org/

